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Deutsch English

Installation Guide

1. General information on the installation guide

This installation guide is intended for trained personne.

For this reason no basic working steps are included.

The seal on the meter must not be damaged!

A damaged seal will result in immediate invalidation of the 

factory warranty and verification / conformity.

 � For installation, please observe the requirements in 

EO6 / EN 14154.

 � The meter must only be installed in areas free from the 

risk of frost.

 � Please also observe any additional regulations for potable 

water installations (e.g. DIN 1988).

 � Medium: potable water

2. Scope of supply

 � Base meter 

- prepared for retrofitting with radio segment IZAR RS 
- or with pulse output

- or complete with radio segment IZAR RS

 � 2 flat gaskets for the screw connection

3. Installation location

 � Capture all outlets in one system.

 � Do not install meters in circulation conduits.

 � Install meters at easily accessible points (take read-outs or replace-

ment into consideration).

 � Retrofitting with the radio segment IZAR RS requires an additional 
installation height of 20 mm.

 � Maintain a minimum distance of 30 cm between the radio seg-

ment IZAR RS and electromagnetic sources of interference such as 

switches, regulators, pumps, etc. 

4. Assembly

 � Install a closing device to the conduit in front of the meter.

 � Rinse the conduit thoroughly.

 � Shut off the water supply and empty the pipeline.

Take necessary precautions to ensure that any devices con-

nected to the pipeline are not damaged.

 � Use ½ or ¾ inch screw connections. Use a reducing sleeve if necessary.

 � Protect meters against impacts, shocks or vibrations which could 

arise at the installation location.

 � Protect meters against stress or forces which could be caused by pipes or 

fittings (e.g. offset, alignment) and use connecting brackets if necessary.

 � Remove old seals and clean sealing surfaces - only use the seals provided!

 � Install meter- observe the flow direction (arrow indicating the flow 
on the meter) and medium temperature range!

 � For meters with plastic housing, do not exceed the maximum 

torque of 15 - 25 Nm, as otherwise the meter may be damaged.

 � Open outlet.

 � Open the closing device in front of the meter slowly to prevent any 

damage to the measurement insert.

 � Check function.

 � Turn the register to an easy-to-read position.

 � Close the outlet and check the system for leaks.

 � Seal the connection fitting.

 � Reactivate any previously connected devices.

Meters with plastic housing must not be used for tap connec-

tions!

Additional installation instructions for tap connections (e.g. 

washing machine, garden hose, etc.)

 � Screw the connection fitting with seal to the meter inlet.

 � Screw the hose or washing machine connection and seal to the 

outlet of the meter.

Important: observe the flow direction (arrow indicating the flow on the meter)!
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Observe the pulse value of the meter!

There are two versions:

 � Pulse value 10 l/pulse

 � Pulse value 100 l/pulse

Contact load:

max. 24 V ~ 0.2 A

The   with pulse output is only available „not 

in conformity with the declaration”.

6. Transport and storage

Ensure frost-free storage!

Water measurement devices are precision devices and must be 

protected from impact, shock and vibration!

7. EG Konformitätserklärung  

EC Declaration of conformity


